Delivering excellent print quality was never so cost-effective.

The Xerox® Color EC70 Printer is the newest and affordable entry production device that offers everything you need to serve your customers efficiently. Designed to provide improved flexibility and productivity, it empowers you to display your digital printing capabilities.

**ENABLING A CIRCULAR AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY**

When you buy a Xerox® Color EC70 Printer, you contribute to a safer and sustainable economy.

- Factory Produced New Model that follows a predetermined manufacturing process and is newly serialized
- Contains multiple reused components with the same high-performance standards
- Limited use of newly manufactured parts leading to natural resource conservation and waste reduction
- Lower energy consumption leads to less CHG emissions
- TAA compliant and comes with ecolabels such as ENERGY STAR® and EPEAT®

**GET NOTICED WITH STUNNING OUTPUT**

Print, copy, fax, and scan with ease using the Xerox® Color EC70 Printer.

- Do more in-line and in-house with Xerox® Adaptive CMYK+ Kit (Optional – Xerox® Vivid Toner Kit)
- Print faster with speeds up to 70/75 ppm
- Deliver jobs with outstanding image quality at 2400 x 2400 dpi resolution
- Scan documents with 200 images per minute and 600 x 600 dpi resolution
- Gain enhanced flexibility with Business Ready (BR) finishing
- Work with a range of specialty media
- Fax and reduce paper usage
- Efficiently handle media with a short paper path
Delivering excellent print quality was never so cost-effective.

AN ALL-IN-ONE DEVICE FOR OFFICE/ENTERPRISE AND GRAPHIC ARTS WORKFLOW

- Adaptive CMYK+ Kit to add glimmering gold, eye-catching silver, elegant clear, and versatile white
- Simple Image Quality Adjustment (SIQA) registration/uniformity
- Xerox Color Internal Server (Standard)
- Xerox® EX-i C60/C70 Print Server Powered by Fiery®
- Walk-up, one-line fax (Optional)

Other Options: Common Access Card Enablement Kit, Accounting Options, Xerox Extensible Interface Platform® Enablement, Foreign Device Interface, Mobile/Smartphone Print

FEEDING OPTIONS

- Feeding capacity of 3,260 sheets (8.5 x 11in./A4); max of 5,260 (With optional feeding)
- High-capacity feeder (1-Tray) for up to 2000 sheets of letter/A4 (Optional)
- Oversized high-capacity feeder (1-Tray) for up to 2000 sheets up to 13 x 19.2 in./SRA3+, up to 300 gsm
- Bypass/Tray 5 for up to 250 sheets

FINISHING TOUCHES

- Offset Catch Tray or
- BR Finisher or
- BR Booklet Maker Finisher

OFFSET CATCH TRAY (OCT)

- Tray: 500 sheets
- Offset document stacking

BR FINISHER

- Offsetting
- 2/3 hole punching
- Top Tray: 500 sheets
- Stacker Tray: 3000 sheets
- Staple 50 sheets – front, back, dual, four-position
- C-Fold/Z-Fold Unit (Optional)

BR BOOKLET MAKER FINISHER

- All features of the BR Finisher
- Saddle-stitch booklets up to 15 sheets
- V-folding, dual staple heads